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Abstract 
Construction of SPUSS (Smart Power Utilization Service System) requires an architecture which is scalable, flexible 
and can quickly respond to business requirements. Based on the characteristics of cloud computing, SOA and 
business process technology, the paper discusses on how to use these technologies to build a SPUSS. 
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1. Introduction 
The concept of smart grid and intellectual earth has become a hot topic in the world[1-2], the 
construction of smart grid system includes power generation, power distribution, substation, transmission, 
power utilization, scheduling, communication and information[3], among these parts, the most related  
with the end user is smart power utilization. Relying on modern information, communication, control and 
network technology, SPUSS (Smart Power Utilization Service System) provide a more secure, reliable, 
cost-effective and sustainable power supply and a variety of power services, so that the optimal 
configuration of power, energy saving and environmental protection are achieved, and  people's lives is 
easier and more convenient. Further promoting of SPUSS also bring the improvement of energy 
efficiency and quality of service of power system[4], as well as the formation of industrial chain of smart 
power utilization information services. 
SPUSS needs to collect vast amounts of terminal's power utilization information and provide various 
interactive services for a sea of users, as a result, SPUSS has massive system data, service applications, 
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service types and concurrent users, so needs a system architecture which is scalable, highly flexible and 
can quickly respond to business requirements. The latest developments in IT technology provide powerful 
support for constructing build such a system architecture. Cloud computing technology enables the system 
to acquire various resource on-demand and dynamically. SOA (Service-Oriented Architecture) [5] with 
characteristics of code reuse, loose coupling, platform-independent and language-independent, can 
quickly assemble new applications according to the change of business requirements. BPM (Business 
Process Management) technology [6-8] provides a unified modeling, executing, monitoring and 
optimizing environment for the various business in enterprise and between enterprises. Business process 
engine generates the correct sequence of business operations according to the well-defined business 
process model. New requirements can be satisfied by only modifying the process model, and basically 
there is no need to make any changes to the program, which greatly improves the flexibility of business 
processes. This paper presents the solution for synthetically using cloud computing, SOA and BPM 
technologies to achieve such a system architecture. 
2. Architecture of SPUSS 
On the basis of cloud computing and SOA, SPUSS assembles various services into functions of the 
SPUSS. The overall structure is shown in Figure 1. 
Fig.1. architecture of SPUSS  
CCMC(Cloud Computing Management Center) is responsible for managing a variety of physical 
resources, including computing resources, storage resources and network resources, manage and schedule 
these networked resources unifiedly to form a resource pool, enable SPUSS to acquire computing, storage 
and network bandwidth on demand. On the basis of the resource pool, CCMC can create various virtual 
machines on demand and dynamically. These virtual machines provide smart power utilization service 
runtime environment, a variety of power utilization services can be deployed on these virtual machines 
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dynamically. CCMC also provides SOA adaptors on these virtual machines in order to access these 
deployed smart power utilization services by services bus. Smart power utilization service can be used to 
collect vast amounts of smart power utilization information, send feedback information or control 
commands to the terminal, and provide access and analysis of power utilization information for system 
functions. Based on various well-developed services which deployed on the virtual machines, by the 
assembly of services, we can for SPUSS implement various functions, which constitute the SPUSS. 
Service assembly is supported by a runtime framework. Runtime framework is responsible for managing 
business process, calling specific service and interacting with CCMC by the SOA adaptor and services 
bus so as to manage services and deploy new developed services to virtual machines. Services can be 
assembled by business processes or not. Supported by runtime framework, Services can be assembled by 
business processes or not. By opening deployed services to the public, SPUSS can also support third-
party to develop other value-added applications which use these services.  
The important purpose of smart power utilization services is to achieve broad participation of 
customers, respond to power demand flexibly, reduce power utilization costs, improve grid efficiency, and 
enhance customer service levels, while promoting the development of distributed energy, electric vehicles 
and energy storage devices, enhancing the proportion of power energy in total energy, reducing carbon 
emissions substantially[9]. 
3. Building of SPUSS 
A component-based approach is adopted when developing SPUSS functions. In SPUSS, the power 
utilization service is provided by components, so these components are called Service Component. 
Service components can be dynamically deployed to the runtime framework. Runtime framework is 
responsible for managing their life cycle, dependency relationship and invocations to them. The business 
process in SPUSS implements various power utilization business by binding or invoking power 
utilization services provided by service components. Runtime framework can make assembly and 
integration of business process and services very flexibly and basically there is no need to program any 
code in the process of assembly and integration. When business process changes or business service 
needs to be replaced, the SPUSS can be adjusted rapidly, which greatly improves the response speed of 
SPUSS. 
3.1. Component based business service model 
The model of service component is shown in Figure 2. 
Fig.2. model of service component 
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A service component can include three aspects of content: (1) the view aspects of content: which is 
mainly used for the display of service component interface. For web application, this part of content is 
mainly the code for the web front-end, such as JavaScript, Html, JSP, etc.; (2) the logic aspects of content: 
which is mainly used for implementing business logic of service components, and the logic for interaction 
with view and data aspects. For web application, this part of content is mainly the code for the web back-
end such as Java, C#, etc.; (3) the data aspects of content: which is mainly used for processing data of 
service components. In order to complete functions, a component usually deal with some data, moreover, 
some components are designed to process data specially. This part of content include: SQL scripts used to 
create data schema of components, XML or text files used to provide data etc.; 
In a service component, three aspects of content above is not necessarily to exist simultaneously, 
so,from the view of content, service components can be divided into four categories: (1) View related 
components: which only contain view aspects of content; (2) Logic related  components: which only 
contain logic aspects of content; (3) Data related components: which only contain data aspects of content; 
(4) Integrated  components: which contain multiple aspects of content. 
The three aspects of content of service components all get the support of the service component 
container in the runtime framework. Service component container will load and process the three aspects 
of content, so that they can be used by SPUSS at any time. When a component is deployed to the service 
component container and launched by runtime framework, the three aspects of content above will be 
integrated into suitable place of SPUSS to provide business functions for SPUSS. SPUSS achieves 
business integration by invoking the business service provided by service components outward.  
 A service component can provide a set of business services, each business service provides a service 
method, each service method implements a function of service component, and the service method may 
use view, logic or data aspects of content of the service component. Functions implemented by service 
method of all business services which contained in a service component embodies on the whole the 
external function which the component exposes, and this external function is a relatively independent 
function unit . The service component shows loosely coupling outward, but it is tightly coupled inside. 
Business services are a service component's external interfaces, and can be invoked by other service 
components or system.  
In addition to providing a set of services for other service components, when implementing its own 
business service, a service component can also invoke services provided by other service components. 
The exit used by a service component when invoking business services of other service components is 
called BSR(Business Service Reference). BSRs usually exist in the logic aspects of content. 
In addition to view, logic and data aspects of content, a service component also include: (1) the 
configuration aspects of content: which is mainly used for configuring parameters or options related to the 
service component, also includes various description information of the service component. (2) the 
trustworthiness evidence and evaluation aspects of content:  which is mainly used for saving 
trustworthiness evidence to evaluate trustworthiness of the service component so as to decide whether 
they should use the service component in the development process. 
3.2. Runtime framework 
Runtime framework provides the necessary infrastructure for SPUSS and is an enterprise application 
framework. Runtime framework can be seen as public running platform of SPUSS and provides some 
basic services for SPUSS. The basic services provided by runtime framework mainly are used for 
managing business processes, service components and business services. Runtime framework is shown in 
Figure 3, include: 
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(1) SCD(Service Component Deployment). SPUSS needs many service components to provide 
business services. SCD is used to deploy the service components to SPUSS for business processes to use. 
Deployed service component is placed in a service component container, the services provided by the  
service component is placed in a business service container, and related content of the service component 
is placed into the specified location for future use, at this time，service component and business services 
are all in the initial state and cannot be used immediately. 
 (2) SCMC(Service Component Management Center). After service component is deployed to the 
service component container, SCMC takes over the next matters related to service components. SCMC is 
responsible for managing the life cycle of service component, processing dependencies between service 
components and assignments and authorization of the role of service components. 
Fig.3. runtime framework 
 (3) SMC(Service Management Center). After service is deployed to the business service container, 
SMC takes over the next matters related to business service. SMC is responsible for managing the life 
cycle of service, processing reference relations between services and assignments and authorization of the 
role of service. Because of the inclusion relationship between service and service component, SCMC and 
SMC need exchange various information each other in the process of managing service and service 
component. 
 (4) BPI(Business Process Instantiation). BPI is used to instantiate abstract business process model and 
bind various resource for abstract process model. Binding of business service resources requires that SMC 
selects the available services. Instantiated business process is placed in a process instance container, and 
the content related to business process is placed into the specified location for future use, at this time, 
process instance is in the initial state and has not been started. 
(5) BPE(Business Process Engine). After business process instance in process instance container are 
started, its running is controlled by BPE until the entire business process instance is finished. BPE is the 
core of SPUSS. It is in charge of how to orchestrate a variety of business services to complete various 
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business application functions of SPUSS. When the process arrives at an activity, according to the service 
resource bound during instantiation, BPE invokes and executes the specific service by SHC.  
 (6) BPM(Business Process Monitoring). BPM is used to monitor the running status of business 
process instances real time, view various information and logs of business process instances, and timely 
report anomalies. 
 (7) SHC(Service Handling Center). SHC is a business services execution engine and accepts the 
instructions of process engine to search, start and execute services. By using SCMC and SMC, SHC can 
search required services, change the state of life cycle of services and components, acquire various 
required resource to execute services, and execute service to complete business logic and interface display. 
SHC is the bond between processes and services and achieves integration between processes and services. 
3.3. Integration of service and process 
In process meta-model, elements Service, ServiceRole, ServiceRoleRelation and ServiceBinding are 
provided to support the integration between processes and services. In the runtime framework, SMC 
searches out all deployed business services from SPUSS, according to this information, BPI instantiates 
Service element in process model to get the corresponding Service elements of all business services in 
SPUSS. By referring to the business service description in configuration file of service components, BPI 
divides instantiated Service elements into satisfied service roles according to defined ServiceRole 
elements in process model, according to this information, BPI instantiates ServiceRoleRelation element in 
process model to get all ServiceRoleRelation elements. Based on all obtained ServiceRoleRelation 
elements, BPI determines a Service element for each service role to obtain all ServiceBinding elements. 
After ServiceBinding elements have been instantiated, when arriving at an activity, business process 
engine obtains ServiceBinding elements of the activity and then gets the information of the bound 
business service from the ServiceBinding elements. Business process engine passes SHC the business 
service information, then SHC searches out this business service by SCMC and SMC. If this service has 
not started, SHC starts it and the service component it belongs to, and gets various resources ready for its 
running. When everything is ready, SHC executes this business service to complete the implemented 
function. Through this approach, business process meta-model brings business services, business 
processes and runtime framework together and a highly flexible SPUSS forms. 
4. Conclusion 
Cloud computing platform can provide various resources on-demand and dynamically for the 
collection, storage, analysis and processing of vast amounts of power utilization information in SPUSS, 
thus, provids a guarantee for scalability, reliability of SPUSS. SOA based system architecture can 
dynamically distribute a variety of power utilization services to virtual machines provided by cloud 
computing platform and integrate these services loosely coupled. Service assembly based on business 
process can implement a variety of system functions agilely for SPUSS, so as to quickly response to 
market and user side demand. 
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